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YASKAWA showcased its futuristic automation
solutions at Intec 2019
To provide visitors with a glimpse of the capabilities of Yaskawa Robotic
Solutions, live demonstration of Yaskawa product range was arranged at
Axis Global Automation booth. Yaskawa MOTOMINI showcased pick and
place application by serving juices to the visitors and acted as a centre
of attraction to the gathering. Another live demo included AR1440 with
X350 power source for welding application and GP 12 for pick and place
application with vision handling automation. Simulation software MOTOSIM
and MOTO COCKPIT were also presented during the show displaying the
practicality of working robot, programming, software diagonisation, robot
maintenance, life condition, etc.

Y

ASKAWA is continuously focussed towards powering the best in
class automation with its inventive and cutting edge technology.
To demonstrate this, YASKAWA India in partnership with AXIS
Global Automation showcased its equipment and technology at Intec
2019, CODISSIA Coimbatore from 6th to 10th June 2019 for the
fourth consecutive time. With 2019 being the Golden Jubilee Year for
CODISSIA, the event was redesigned and revamped to attract bigger
footfall and more international audience in the segment of machine
tools and automation.

In addition to this Yaskawa introduced the concept of I3-Mechatronics, a
three-dimensional digital data solution. The detailed theory of integrated,
intelligent and innovative solution was explained to the guests on how
Yaskawa is empowering the next generation by synthesising its knowledge
of mechatronics technology where industry is looking to work in future.
Being a major hub for manufacturing and education, Coimbatore
is among the fastest growing Tier-II cities in India housing small,
medium and large industries primarily in engineering segment.
Yaskawa India with its business partner showcased its futuristic
automation solutions targeting auto and non-auto OEMs, Tier1/ Tier2
and education segment. This year’s exhibition was specifically focused
on Automation and Industry 4.0 solutions and witnessed the footfall
of approximately 3,00,000 visitors from industry and trade.

YASKAWA Technology, Mehta CAD CAM drives the
best-in-class automation solutions
the customers at their best in a collaborated way promoting the system
selling approach. The live demonstration of Yaskawa AR1440 robot with
X350 power source showcasing the welding application attracted the
huge gathering leading to good business potential. Both company’s
accurate product segmentation and highly efficient solutions facilitated
the establishment of powerful, direct connections with matching business
partners visiting the show.

W

ith a constant futuristic approach, YASKAWA technology is
driving the best in class automation solutions. This time Yaskawa
India with its business partner Mehta CAD CAM showcased its
array of powerful present day products at 8th IMTOS - India Machine Tools
Show 2019, from 14th to 17th June, held at Pragati Maidan, New Delhi.
Key decision makers and influencers from industry visited IMTOS to cater
the machine tool needs of production and automation. The exhibition
also assured the participation from influential international networks in
machine tools segment to serve the needs of visitors.
YASKAWA India and Mehta CAD CAM came up together at IMTOS to serve
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Dynamic team present at the stall explained the visitors about the product
features and futuristic technology of Yaskawa Robotics that would help
industry in a big way in automation. Indeed this expo acted as a common
platform for all to network with industry colleagues from around the
globe involvedin grasping the key market insights which would surely help
businesses to expand themselves in the era of new industrial revolution
Industry 4.0.
“Yaskawa products and services will always be there to support businesses of
cutting and welding, pick and palletising, automation, machine tools, etc.in
keeping their machines running and hence reducing their downtime. This
would help industrial market to realise the best choice of robotic solutions
for the applications they require and ultimately achieving their short and
long-term goals” said excerpts.
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